Design rules of synthetic non-coding RNAs in bacteria.
One of the long-term goals of synthetic biology is to develop designable genetic parts with predictable behaviors that can be utilized to implement diverse cellular functions. The discovery of non-coding RNAs and their importance in cellular processing have rapidly attracted researchers' attention towards designing functional non-coding RNA molecules. These synthetic non-coding RNAs have simple design principles governed by Watson-Crick base pairing, but exhibit increasingly complex functions. Importantly, due to their specific and modular behaviors, synthetic non-coding RNAs have been widely adopted to modulate transcription and translation of target genes. In this review, we summarize various design rules and strategies employed to engineer synthetic non-coding RNAs. Specifically, we discuss how RNA molecules can be transformed into powerful regulators and utilized to control target gene expression. With the establishment of generalizable non-coding RNA design rules, the research community will shift its focus to RNA regulators from protein regulators.